NINTEX RPA

Automate routine tasks
at scale without code
Nintex RPA (Robotic Process Automation)
With Nintex RPA, enterprises can quickly and cost-effectively automate routine tasks without the use of code in an
easy-to-use, yet powerful drag and drop interface. As part of the award-winning Nintex Platform, users are now
equipped with a comprehensive, enterprise-grade process management and automation solution, equipped to
handle processes fueled by both structured and unstructured data sources.

Enterprise-grade RPA doesn’t have to be hard to use,
cost a fortune or take forever to realize outcomes

Ease of
Use + Power
Intuitive interface is easily usable
by non-technical employees, with
robust capabilities meant for the
enterprise.
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Total cost of
ownership
Transparent pricing charging only
for processes automated with
unlimited bot usage.

Fast
time-to-value
Real results in hours and days,
not months. Changes can be
implemented even faster.

Automate routine tasks at scale without code

Pay for outcomes – not by the tool
While it’s common for RPA users to tout how many bots they have
in place, wouldn’t it make sense to focus on the outcomes instead?
With Nintex RPA, you only pay for the processes automated,
not the number of bots or even the creation of new processes.
Digital transformation is complex enough, why not introduce a little
transparency and simplicity in how you tackle it?

Automation at scale
While you want to automate the many manual,
time-consuming tasks in your enterprise,
deploying RPA-powered processes can be
slow-to-scale if the tools aren’t easy enough
for non-technical employees to use.
Nintex RPA’s intuitive visual drag & drop
tools enable more workers to introduce
efficiencies across the organization, rather than
being limited to a few skilled programmers.

Automate across web,
Excel and legacy applications
Valuable data can be found in numerous locations
across the enterprise, from spreadsheets, websites
and even legacy applications.
Nintex RPA provides over 300 actions
to enable you to easily connect to them all to
get your automated tasks running in minutes
– no programming skills required.

Sign up for a free demo at nintex.com/rpa

